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HASH TRASH
Near Bairo PIte

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!

Web Site http://www.angelfire.com/
on3/puddlejumpers

Pharta & Joystick

RUN NO. 87 – NUMATIK, VACUUM & SUCTION’s JESUS STATUE JAUNT
It was nice to see such a good turnout where the pack were watching it looked
(30) considering all the parties and heavy like he was just praying really hard.
drinking that had been going on during The top of the Jesus Statue hill was to be
the week. But, of course, little the Hold Check rendezvous with the
impediments like that wouldn't stop real runners. But where were they?
Hashmen.
The two trails had been meticulously
There were actually fourteen runners and timed to have both packs arriving
sixteen walkers but the walking and simultaneously at the statue. However
running packs were perfectly equally some of the lady runners (male and
divided since Mr & Mrs ENEMA decided female – GOLDEN TRIANGLE, LASHER
to be permanent beer minders this week. & RAMROD) had trouble crossing a
After the directions were given the two minor obstacle, in the form of a little
packs took off in opposite directions, the washout, while rounding the headland.
walkers strolling along the main road Their slowness also held up a group of
back towards Dili and the runners locals who were waiting to run across
heading along the car park towards the with their bicycles on their shoulders!
washed out road around the headland.
Of course, a little obstacle like that
The walk started out relatively calmly, couldn't stop Hashers with real ingenuity
with a gentle stroll along the road like PHARTA & COITUS They took a
followed by a little detour up to the first 'short cut' round it! Up the vertical face of
Hold Check which was on a small hill off the hill along the precipitous cliff face and
to the left. But on the return CATSPISS then down another vertical drop much
decided to liven up proceeding by taking worse than the one they were avoiding.
a short cut down a very steep drop At least the rest of us had time for a rest
straight back to the road instead of break while this 'show' was going on.
following NUMATIK's directions.
The runners then had a gentle jog along
GOLDEN SHOWER, who was in the his the 'land mine' beach where some
usual position way out in front of the thoughtful sunbathers had rearranged the
pack, tried to lead everyone back to Dili. check-it-outs. However all made it to the
He was so enthusiastic he thought he'd next Hold Check though some of the
ladies (including SUCTION & PHARTA)
try out the runners' trail.
Then it was On Back to the start and On were so nackered that they were glad to
Up to the top of the Jesus Statue. For take advantage of the 'official' shortcut
some of the walkers this was even more when it was offered on the way back
tiring than their weekly shopping trip to while the real Hashmen like WEE WILLIE
Hello Mister. MARIO, for example, just were jumping at the chance to follow
could not muster the energy to climb the check-it-outs up extremely steep tracks.
last flight of stairs so the thought he'd try By the time the pack had slowly crawled
something new and crawl up, but from up to the statue to meet the walkers a few
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had decided to desert the runners and
join them for Part B of the trails.
This time the packs switched sides of the
mountain though only five walkers
followed NUMATIK on the official trail.
They claimed they missed the turnoff
halfway down the steps. (Hard to
believe!) The valiant five did a small loop
of the beach and then were supposed to
head back up the same track back to the
steps but GOLDEN SHOWER & MARIO
thought they would be clever and go
around the headland instead. But their
nerves failed them at the washout which
had held up the runners so they ended up
taking an extra long cut which, guess
what, included the track they should have
used in the first place.
The On On for the runners, who now
included SEXON who had just arrived
after her run from Dili, was all the way
down the steps and along the road
generally following the walkers Part A but
with a few check-it-outs up the vertical
cliff face along the road. Once again the
real Hashmen, this time in the form of
Doug, were up to the challenge and
disappeared from view for some time until
the On Back was called.
Naturally the Hold Check for these finely
tuned athletes was on a considerably
higher hill than for the walkers. But, to
their credit, not only did they cheerfully
struggle up the slope, they actually
checked-it-out even further up the hill!
But Hares are human after all and so it
was On Down the long way round back to
the road and the gentle jog On Home
where ENEMA had the freshest, coldest,
welcomest beer in town, with our names
on, waiting for us.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR!!
Cross Country

CIRCLE CIRCUS
A
respectable
turnout
considering it was Christmas
Eve with the usual competing
attractions such as recovering
from hangovers and extra log
siestas.
The GM wasn't in a hurry again
this week so the Circle went
along comfortably at its own
pace with most participants
having a visit to their knees at
some time or other.
Newbie Graham took the down
down honours by virtue of all his
voluntary additional visits to the
centre of the Circle. Could
drinking from your shoes be
addictive?

Pharta was close behind
and also gained bonus
points for picking up the big
one. Last week's holder of
the POTW was not so much
concerned with who got it
this week as he was with
making sure it was not
someone who would use it
at the Dengue Bar at his
expense.
Three appropriate namings
were carried out in the
Naming
Guru's
usual
precise style and included
the creation of another DH3
family dynasty. This time of
the fluid pressure variety.

The Christmas Dinner of the Year with the eating, drinking …

DOWN DOWNS
Hares
Newbies
Sponsors
FRBs

NUMATIK, SUCTION, VACUUM
Graham
HAIDROLIK
Mike, LESBEAU, Doug, CATSPISS,
GOLDEN SHOWER
Mario, COITUS, PHARTA,
GOLDEN SHOWER, SIXTY NINE
DUTCH OVEN
20 runs PHARTA
10 runs BOX OFFICE
Graham – twice (once for each shoe)

SCBs
Returnees
Zeros
New Shoes

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE
No Charges for the Circle
BOX OFFICE, SALSA
… and the singing.
TOWN BIKE charged DUTCH OVEN for 'No Hash Gear'
COITUS charged Mike for stealing the POTW vessel from
him during the week
SUCTION charged HAIDROLIK ) for trying to kill them with exercise
VACUUM charged NUMATIK )
within one day or arriving in ET
NUMATIK charged CATSPISS for trying to take the walkers the wrong way
Darryl charged COITUS for making the run look hard by perspiring so much
Doug charged GM for letting SEXON go early last week but keeping him so late that he missed his appointment
LESBEAU charged ENEMA for saying that Fosters tasted like Labatts
Mike charged PUMPER for saying 'Hi'
Graham charged Graham for another chance to drink out of his shoe

Nicola becomes LASHER as a result of her fetishes
Kimberly becomes VACUUM for being so quiet and mysterious
Samantha becomes SUCTION for her limpet-like tenacity
PHARTA for modifying his behaviour just because his fiancé has come to visit him (and also to give the

NEW NAMES

POTW

Dengue Bar a break!)
An American, an Australian and a A little farm boy comes down to milk? And where’s me bacon and eggs?” he

Timorese went into a restaurant in Dili.
The waiter said, "Excuse me, but if you
wanted a steak you might not get one as
there is a shortage."
The American said, "What's a shortage?"
The Timorese said, "What's a steak?"
The Australian said, "What's excuse me?"
The best way to remember your wife's
birthday is to forget it once.

breakfast when his mother asks if he’s
done his chores.
“Not yet,” quips the boy, to which his
mother replies, no chores, no breakfast.
Pissed off, while feeding the chickens he
kicks a chicken. And while milking the
cows, he kicks a cow. And feeding the pigs,
he kicks a pig. Returning, his mother gives
him a bowl of dry cereal. “Where’s the

asks.
“Well,” his mother says, “I saw you kick a
chicken, so you don’t get any eggs. And for
kicking the pig, no bacon. likewise, for what
you did to the cow, no milk.”
Just then, his father comes down for
breakfast and kicks the cat.
The little boy looks up at his mum and says,
“Are you going to tell him, or can I?”

HARES APPARENT
No.

Date

Hares

TRIVIA
Occasion/Location

88
30 Dec
Pharta & Golden Shower
Camp Canada, Comoro
89
6 Jan
Joystick & Pharta
90
13 Jan
Who the Fuck
91
20 Jan
Volunteers
100 24 Mar
The Mismanagement
Put it in your diaries!!
Haring is for everybody, not just the select few! Volunteers will get help if they
haven’t hared before. Call a Mismanagement member to register your interest.

Next Comp on
Monday, 7 January
Call Golden Shower
on 0417 064754 if
your IQ is more than
your age.

